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                A look at the transcriptome of his tumor found a geneâ€”FLT3--that was overexpressed, likely due to acquired mutations in regulatory elements of the gene. The discovery allowed his colleagues to match his leukemia's FLT3 mutation with a drug used in kidney cancer, putting Wartman into remission and allowing a second stem cell transplant, this time from an unrelated donor, which got him on the road back to health.
Treating late-stage cancer according to its genetic mutations rather than its site of origin is already changing medical practice, and it has helped keep Wartman and others in remission. Yet, not all cancer patients carry tumors that are candidates for such treatment. For instance, if a patient's cancer typically has a high survival rate, sequencing the tumor may not help that person, and not all tumors hold cancer-driving mutations that can be matched with drugs. Making matters worse, next-generation sequencing (NGS) technologies are so new that many oncologists are not trained in how to interpret the data they generate.
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